From: The Bronx, New York

First Year at HM: 6th Grade

Favorite Classes: I really enjoy producing music, so my favorites have been Recording Studio Technology 1 & 2. Other classes that I really enjoyed were English 11, Precalc, Biology, and Studies in Spanish.

Why HM?: In the search for a school, it’s important to consider both educational and non-educational aspects. Horace Mann has it all. Whether it be because of our dedicated community of teachers and students or because of our contagious school spirit, there has never been a day when I have not been thrilled to call myself a Lion.

Activities: Student Ambassador, Middle Division Mentor, HMO (Horace Mann Orientation) Peer Leader, SOH (Summer On the Hill) Elective Teacher.

Out-of-School Activities: I play the piano and take theory classes at a local conservatory. My favorite activity, however, would be producing music, as it encompasses all of the previously mentioned and more.

Favorite School Trip: The HM Junior College Trip. It was by far the best school trip, providing me with both useful information and insight and also allowing me to enjoy the company of friends and classmates at the same time.

Favorite Things about HM: The friendly staff, Dorr (our nature lab campus in CT), and the two sets of 25lb weights in the Fitness Center.